Kinetic resolution of a conformational transition and the ATP hydrolysis step using relaxation methods with a Dictyostelium myosin II mutant containing a single tryptophan residue.
The fluorescence emission intensity from a conserved tryptophan residue (W501) located in the relay loop (F466 to L516) of the Dicytostelium discoideum myosin II motor domain is sensitive to ATP binding and hydrolysis. The initial binding process is accompanied by a small quench in fluorescence, and this is followed by a large enhancement that appears coincident with the hydrolysis step. Using temperature and pressure jump methods, we show that the enhancement process is kinetically distinct from but coupled to the hydrolysis step. The fluorescence enhancement corresponds to the open-closed transition (k(obs) approximately 1000 s(-1) at 20 degrees C). From the overall steady-state fluorescence signal and the presence or absence of a relaxation transient, we conclude that the ADP state is largely in the open state, while the ADP.AlF(4) state is largely closed. At 20 degrees C the open-closed equilibria for the AMP.PNP and ADP.BeF(x) complexes are close to unity and are readily perturbed by temperature and pressure. In the case of ATP, the equilibrium of this step slightly favors the open state, but coupling to the subsequent hydrolysis step gives rise to a predominantly closed state in the steady state. Pressure jump during steady-state ATP turnover reveals the distinct transients for the rapid open-closed transition and the slower hydrolysis step.